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WCC NEWS
Worcestershire Camera Club Editor:w-news@worcscc.uk

Arena Photographer John Chamber-
lin FRPS APAGB MFIAP presents

Near and Far - images from around

the world. (PDI) He takes images

from a wide variety of subject mat-

ter, pictorial and creative, in mono-

chrome and colour.

New to You?

If you’ve not been to a Contempo-

rary Photography Group meeting

before, do come along and discov-

er new worlds.

Tessa & Clive

We hope to have time to discuss

work gleaned from the web.

This weekend, Tessa is attending an

RPS Contemporary discussion

group, and could  briefly share this

with us. She also has pictures to

share which were inspired by the

Mallo ‘Found Art and Discovered

Expression’  we saw in March.

We are always delighted by the en-

thusiastic interest of the group &

find it inspirational to discuss the

'About' of all your images as well as

the 'Of'. We  appreciate your often

humorous and always good natured

reactions.

We’ll also have opportunity to ex-

plore the wider gamut  from world-

wide photographic resources with

potential topics including:-

Photographs from the Borderlands
of Europe -  remote parts where it

meets the sea or encounters Asia.

The Polluted Planet Powerfully

compelling, some with chilling

beauty.)

Contemporary Group

We look forward to catching up with

your ongoing projects and any new

thoughts.   Please let Clive know

how you will show your images.

Industrial Composition by Tessa Mills FRPS

Contemporary Group

The WCC Contemporary Photogra-

phy Group meets as usual on

Thursday, 2nd April, at 7.30pm at

Claines Royal British Legion, Corn-

meadow Lane, Worcester. aggre-

gate of figures.  When I have found

http://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/home/where-we-meet
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Club Exhibitions - Feedback
We have had some great feedback

(right and below) on CrownGate; I hope

it encourages more members to exhib-

it! Congratulations to all concerned for

keeping up the good work  and to Colin

and Gill in particular for impressing

Yorkshire folk - not always easy! (I can

say that, I was born in Halifax!).

Just thought I would congratulate you on

your CrownGate Display.

Some really nice photos.

Just thought I would share this link with

you....

Keep up the good work.

Many thanks

Keith Meatheringham (NUJ)
Freelance Press Photographer
D O B S O N   A G E N C Y - Yorkshire
With Press & PR photographers throughout the UK

 Digital Group Trips
Darren Leeson has kindly planned these: please contact Martin Addison for full information if you are interested in going.

Sunday 5th April - Red Marley Hill Climb - morning trip to this local hill climb. Meet at

10.00am in the car park. As part of the Red Marley meet they also run a pre-1965 motorcycle
trial which would make an interesting subject as, unlike the main hill climb, you can actually

get quite close to the action and there are usually lots of interesting characters at these

events. Probably stay around 3 hours depending on weather; obviously good outdoor clothes

and footwear will be needed.

Saturday 11th April - Street Photography at Camden Market in London
Travel by train from Worcester to Euston. Camden market has great potential for street photography, and is

only about 20 mins walk from Euston train Station. Here’s a YouTube clip of walking through Camden .

For travel between 7th and 19th April there is a special offer (The Great Escape) from London Midland on

train fares - £20 anywhere return or £16 if you have a railcard.

If you think you may go, get your special voucher NOW as they often run out. You don't need to buy a ticket

until later, but get the voucher now. If you change your mind and don't go, there is no cost involved.

https://www.polaroidblipfoto.com/entry/2027712993273317007
https://www.polaroidblipfoto.com/entry/2027712993273317007
https://www.polaroidblipfoto.com/entry/2027712993273317007
http://www.redmarleyhillclimb.com/Welcome.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGlqujwrhbI
http://www.londonmidland.com/great-escape/great-escape/great-escape-form/
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WCC Major Exhibition at The Hive in August 2015

To celebrate our landmark 125 years in photography the Club is mounting an exciting major exhibition at The

Hive during the month of August.

We will have:

● Exhibition space on the ground floor atrium area

● Six large display stands allowing us 36 surfaces for prints, references to the Club’s history and

promotional material

● A large secure display cabinet for artefacts and Blurb-style books by members

● A secure display case for historical items such as vintage cameras and photographic equipment

● Wall space for larger prints

● An integrated large nine-screen monitor matrix to show electronic images and AV excerpts on

continuous display

What we need to do:

To celebrate and represent what we do, the Club needs to include as wide a variety of pictures and work by

members as possible.  Besides numerous prints there’ll be features about Club activities, our programme, the

Digital Group, Contemporary Group and AV Group as well as illustrations of workshops and outings.  In short

we’ll show how widely embracing we are and what a great time we have enjoying all that photography offers.

Additionally John Burrows is working on a feature to illustrate the evolution of the Club. We’ll also be running

two ‘meet the public’ sessions on Saturdays to answer photo queries and offer general guidance.

Needless to say we can’t do this without your help, input and above all your pictures, whether prints or PDIs.

We’re inviting everyone to take part in the event.   There’s no need to wait until you’re asked – make contact

with members of the Club committee or with me, Maddy, Paul or Tessa.

The Hive is a focal point & has a great ‘footfall’. To give an impression of how the print displays may appear,

I include some pictures from an exhibition that Martin and I had there.

The exhibition will do a power of good for the Club – with your input and support we’ll make it an

outstanding success! Watch WCC e-News for updates.

Clive.
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Club  Competitions & Annual Show

WCC Competition Award Winners for the 2014 / 2015 season

Your last chance for glory this season is to let Adrian have your entries for the Annual Club Show by next

week, 7th April when the last of the awards will be decided.  It would be great to see an image or two from

all our members!

Anne Burrows will be selling tickets for the Annual Club Show from tomorrow night, cost £5. We are having

a finger buffet this year for a change, with the food being served on the individual tables rather than from

a central one to save time on a busy evening. The full buffet will return at Christmas!

http://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/members-area/internal-competitions
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Members’ News

Latest 'Letters'

Unfortunately Mike Hadley was on holiday in Aus-

tralia and unable to have his CPAGB award present-

ed at the MCPF meeting.

Where this happens the PAGB like clubs to do local

presentations rather than just 'put the certificate in

the post'. Here is a photograph of Mike's presenta-

tion by our Chairman.

Towards the Light
One of Malcolm Haynes’ successful entries

in the 17th National Open Exhibition organ-

ised by the Vale of Evesham Camera Club

was 'Towards the Light'.  It was awarded a

Highly Commended PAGB Ribbon.

See the full exhibition here and Malcolm's

acceptances here .

How Rude!

Angie Hill took this super photo of a fly-catching green

woodpecker sticking its tongue out unfeasibly far!

See more of Angie’s images here.

http://www.eveshamphoto.net/photo2015/exhibit.html
http://www.eveshamphoto.net/photo2015/exhibit.html
http://www.eveshamphoto.net/photo2015/exhibit.html
https://www.flickr.com/photos/22508831@N08/
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Croome Project Needs You!

The Croome project urgently needs photographers to help cover the range of planned events for

spring/early summer. Please get in touch with Pam  ASAP if you can help with just one event. Urgent dates
are in red, later dates (but equally important!) In blue.

Easter - Our trail runs from 28th March until 12th April. Activity days: 3rd to 6th April
Cadbury’s come to Croome to help us with our Easter event and ideally I would like some photos of:

children doing crafts in the craft tent (ideally children wearing nice bright clothes if poss)

children looking happy just after they have collected their Cadbury egg prizes

facepainter painting children’s faces – some with just children, others with the facepainter in the shot too.

Two garden walks…

Ramble with the ranger (Hugh Warwick) walk is taking place on 8th April and 10th April at 10.30am in

visitor reception for a couple of hours.

Spring in the garden walk with the gardener on 1st April at 10.30am

                *shots of ranger talking to visitors – pointing at something interesting …statue, flowers etc

                * visitors following ranger around

                *shot of ranger on his own

    Would be good to have something in pics to identify as taken at Croome ie statues, bridge etc.

Our half term trail called “Be a wildlife explorer” where they follow clues around the park.
Sat 23 May to Sun 31 May – 10am to 4pm –  it would be good to get some generic shots of children

holding a trail sheet (don’t need to see what’s on sheet as this changes constantly), running around the

parkland looking for clues, holding sheet and pointing as if they have seen a clue – perhaps near the

Temple Greenhouse or Rotunda – we could then use these to advertise future trails.

50 Things Launch weekend:

23 May  at 11am & 2pm we will have a bird of prey show – a few pics of children looking at the birds of

prey but also need some new images of children looking at birds in our hide (reception can give you some

binoculars to borrow our of our explorer rucksacks that you can give children to hold)

25 May - 11am children can join our bushcraft expert (Kim Lee) for den building tips and learning how to

use a map and compass – pictures of children doing both of these activities would be really good.

On both of these days children can borrow bug hunting kits and it would be nice to get some pictures of

them using these.

General Spring pics – pics of our snowdrops and bluebells would be great and any other spring

wildlife/images always welcome too.

Note: you need a model release form for people whose faces are recognisable in images.

Pam Turner

http://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/whats-on/croome-court
http://www.worcestershirecameraclub.co.uk/wcc33/index.php/whats-on/croome-court/croome-events
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You perhaps don't need to look any further than this link:  Greg Whitton, based in Solihull, was the Category

Winner for Light on the Land with an image of The Southern Highlands, Iceland.  Further, he was announced

as the Overall Winner at the Telegraph Outdoor Adventure & Travel Show on the 15th February 2015.

Greg used a Fuji X-T1 with XF10-24mm lens at 10mm, ISO 200, 1/10sec at f/11, -0.33EV, so whatever I have

to say about the camera pales into insignificance - I've so far only used it seriously in central Birmingham...

It's small and light, easily carried in a small case/bag, fits into a 'man bag' or very easily in to the size of

handbag my wife trundles around: you could probably get six into it.   That helps to disguise what you're

carrying.  Images are superbly sharp and detailed, excellent colour contrast, (no low-pass filter), printable to

A3 without any issues, DPIs very suitable for competitions/presentations.  I shoot RAW and JPEG, and the JPEG

quality is almost good enough to use straight out of the camera without any post processing, just a bit of

tidying to remove unwanted objects.  Image quality is very hard to fault.

Lenses are of an amazing optical quality, with an extensive range available; great build quality and again very

light.  There are limitations, at present the Fuji lens maximum is 55-200mm, so 300mm full-frame.  Obviously

a lot less than for a DSLR, however Fuji is introducing further lenses into the range.

It's a great camera for portrait, street & landscape photography, and can be set to shoot in Fuji Film profiles

e.g. Velvia etc.  It has good dynamic range & very little noise at high ISO.

It is not good in general for wildlife photography as tracking & locking onto moving subjects is too slow.

However the electronic viewfinder is outstanding.  I have practised landscape set up in my garden, using the

same filters that I would on the D800, and that will take some practice.  I need to do more of that, but initially

I would say the camera handles filters very well, no reason for images to be any less-good than from the D800

- the big difference will show in heavily cropped images: obviously with the D800 you have 36+ megapixels

to play with, 16+ with the Fuji.

The X-T1 has the feel of a conventional film camera - few buttons but great adjustable dials for ISO, exposure

compensation, aperture, focusing  etc.  For my hands the command dials are on the small side, not so easy to

find as on the D800.  However the X-T1 scores over the X Pro1 with the array of command dials and buttons.

Les Bailey has sent us the promised review of the Fuji X-T1. He's been out and about with James Woodend who also has an
X-T1 & kindly offered assistance, putting the camera through its paces. Here are his findings, with a sample image above.

The image is fifteen car-park spaces wide, say 120 feet, 4 double-decker buses, half a Nelson's Column.
One shot, not stitched, taken with the 10-24 lens at 10 mm, ISO 200, f5.6, 1/400 sec, -0.33EV.

Member Review - Fuji X-T1

http://www.opoty.co.uk/pages/2014%2Bwinners/
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To change the display from screen

to viewfinder there is just one but-

ton; on the X Pro1 to switch from

screen to optical to electronic it's

more difficult.   The X Pro1 lacks

dedicated ISO dials, and doesn't

have an articulated screen - this is

where I find the X-T1 more user-

friendly.

I tend to leave my D800 perma-

nently on and set in aperture prior-

ity at, say, f10 so that I can pick it

up and shoot at any time.   The

power management is so good, I've

left it on for weeks and still had

good battery levels.   You can't do

that with the Fuji, I've run out of

power after 90 minutes of shoot-

ing, therefore you need plenty of

batteries to avoid on/off all day.

However it does power up quickly,

so not all bad news for battery life.

So as a lightweight, very good im-

age quality camera, I would say

fantastic!   With the 10-24 lens it

weighs in at 800 grams, or in real

money 1lb 12ozs.  The D800, with

a 16-35 lens, feels like a weightlift-

ing exercise by comparison.   Add

on the heavier gear/accessories

you need with the D800, and it

becomes clear that for any trek the

Fuji will make life a lot easier and

produce great images.   Using Guy

Edwardes' technique, take two im-

ages, one for the sky, one for the

ground, (bracketing), and you can

leave the filters behind too; add on

a lightweight tripod and you're

good to go hill climbing.

Les adds: “The Fuji is a revelation

really. I hope to get up to the Peak

District on Thursday, and have the

courage just to take the Fuji.”

We look forward to the outcomes!

Photonews

Well it's nearly the end of the 'club season' and I would very much like to publish another edition of

Photonews in time for the finish and before you all set off for exotic locations.

It has been an interesting year both photographically and in terms of the 'club scene'.  If you have anything

to share, say, get off your chest, feel strongly about or think might be of wider interest, please let me know. I

am happy to help with the write-up, so do get in touch if you have an idea.

It goes without saying that I cannot publish without copy and I believe that we have a wide-ranging

membership in terms of interests and opinions, which deserve to be heard, so please share your thoughts and

images, and give me something to publish!

Stewart Bourne
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Avoncroft Events

Agincourt Weekend

‘Once more unto the breach…’

Saturday 18th and Sunday 19th April

This year is the 600th anniversary of the Battle of

Agincourt, the most famous battle of the Hundred

Years War. Join us to meet the 15th century house-

hold of an Agincourt knight as they

prepare.  The Paladins of Chivalry re-enactment

society will re-creating life in the early 15th centu-

ry with living history and weaponry displays.

Sunday 3rd May - Malvern Hills Morris Minor Own-

ers’ Club Branch Rally & Windmill sailing*

Monday 4th  May- Traditional May Day

*Weather permitting

Dates for the Diary / Out and About
What’s on, exhibitions to go and see, photo-opportunities... Send in your events.

Competitions & Exhibitions

Inaugural lensculture Earth Awards  Closes 30th
April.

Astronomy Photographer of the Year Our very
own James Woodend was last year's deserving
overall and Earth & Space category winner, so
come on, folks, give him a run for his money!
Eight new categories, not all requiring serious as-
tronomy kit, with significant money prizes for
each, and a Best Newcomer and a Robotic Scope
prize up for grabs too.

Remember the Midland Salon and offer (last week).

http://www.worcesterlive.co.uk/events_review.asp?eid=453058400
http://www.midland-salon.com/
http://www.avoncroft.org.uk/whats-on/events-programme/
http://paladins.co.uk/
https://www.lensculture.com/earth-awards-2015
http://www.rmg.co.uk/whats-on/exhibitions/astronomy-photographer-of-the-year
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Around the Web

All life is here...

Baby animals from National Geographic - free but
unbearably cute wallpapers

'A little crazy'

Beneath the Surface

In the Pink

Hints, TIps and How to...

Astronomical photos guides

Architectural photography tips

And three from Martin…
What are Smart Objects in Photoshop CC and How
to Use Them in Your Photo Editing

Intro - Photoshop Beginners Basics: Retouching -
Nino Batista

Understanding the Difference Between Photoshop

and Lightroom

Commercial

Various offers from Jessops  & CEWE currently.

Calling all Dark Room Photographers

A contact from St Stephen’s church has photographic paper and equipment for traditional darkroom photog-

raphy. Contact me (Ruth) in the first instance if interested - all items available for a suitable small contribu-

tion to the church bell fund!  (I have the photo papers and the contact name for the equipment.)

http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20150325-all-animal-life-in-35-photos?ocid=fbert
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/photos/baby-animals/#/baby-harp-seal_230_600x450.jpg
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/photos/baby-animals/#/baby-harp-seal_230_600x450.jpg
http://www.bjp-online.com/2015/03/hilla-becher-at-the-dusseldorf-photo-weekend/
http://www.bjp-online.com/2015/03/hilla-becher-at-the-dusseldorf-photo-weekend/
http://lenscratch.com/2015/03/susan-guice/
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20140909-life-in-pink?ocid=fbert
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20140909-life-in-pink?ocid=fbert
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20140909-life-in-pink?ocid=fbert
http://www.rmg.co.uk/whats-on/exhibitions/astronomy-photographer-of-the-year/how-to-photo-guides
http://digital-photography-school.com/architectural-photography/
http://www.lightstalking.com/what-are-smart-objects-in-photoshop-cc-and-how-to-use-them-in-your-photo-editing/
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=u-7yvc2JOlU&list=PLFvYZhSF9Pn-HKvY3_KmSOQahw-gckQKp&feature=youtu.be
http://digital-photography-school.com/understanding-difference-photoshop-lightroom/
http://digital-photography-school.com/understanding-difference-photoshop-lightroom/
http://photo.jessops.com/latest-offers.html
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